OMD Dystro Ope-net 2016
(Instructions)
7. Year internet chess tournament for muscular dystrophy players
or for players with other health disability.
1. The tournament – basic characteristic :
1. Open, friendly, not scored tournament
2. Participants – only people with muscular dystrophy and other health
disability may attend the tournament.
3. There will be „Dystro“category especially announced. This category is
intended for muscular dystrophy players or other neuro-muscular
disability. Ranking of this category will be stipulate on the basis of the
final ranking from the tournament.
2. The Organiser: Organizácia muskulárnych dystrofikov in Slovak Republic
– Šachový klub OMD v SR
3. The referee : Mgr. Ondrej Bašták Ďurán
4. The place and time :
1. www.playok.com
2. 19. 1. 2016 (the 1.round starts) – 20. 3. 2016 (9. round ends)
3. Each round begins on Tuesday and ends on Sunday at 24:00.
5. The Game system: Swiss system – 9 rounds
6. The Game rules: are available for downloading on this
webpage www.sachomd.estranky.sk/en
7. The tempo of the game : 30 min
8. The Important Criterion about final ranking:
1. Score
2. Mutual game
3. Buchholz (total sum of players against the player played a game
of chess.
4. Sonebor Berger (if the player wins, all points that have been gained by
the opponent in the tournament will be added into SB, in case of the
draw one half will be added. In case of lost nothing is added.)
5. Number of wins
9. The Program in 2016:
1. kolo: 19. 1. – 24. 1.
2. kolo: 26. 1. – 31. 1.
3. kolo: 2. 2. – 7. 2.
4. kolo: 9. 2. – 14. 2.
5. kolo: 16. 2. – 21. 2.
6. kolo: 23. 2. – 28. 2.
7. kolo: 1. 3. – 6. 3.
8. kolo: 10. 3. - 13. 3.

9. kolo: 15. 3. - 20. 3.
10. The Communication portal
The Communication portal functions as the communication between the
players. Players are registered to this tournament and arrange the terms of
a game in the given round with drawn opponent through this portal. There
is the address of the communication
portal: http://www.sach.bashto.sk//en/index.php
11. The Prices:
1. winning cup for the winner of the Dystro category
2. diplomas – sent through the e-mail
3. material prizes
4. prize fond of the tournament will be updated
on www.sachomd.estranky.sk/en
12. The Tournament registrations:
1. Players log in to the tournament through communication portal
2. Deadline: 12. 1. 2016!
13. The Contact:
1. Referee: Ondrej Bašták Ďurán, sach@omdvsr.sk, 00421 949 737 543
2. Organiser:
Šachový klub Organizácie muskulárnych dystrofikov v SR
Vrútocka 8, 821 04 Bratislava 2
Website: www.omdvsr.sk,
http://www.omdvsr.sk/downloads/new/percenta/2014_dve_percenta_en
glish.pdf
E-mail: sach@omdvsr.sk
Phone: 00421 949 737 543
Tournament information page: www.sachomd.estranky.sk/en
14. The Other information:
It is a friendly tournament, which will not be scored. The purpose of this
tournament is to make the chess more attractive for the disable player
community moreover to establish new contacts between the chess players.

